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ABSTRACT

This study aims at the formation o f an understanding on how consumers process 
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ENFLASYONİST BİR ORTAMDA TÜKETİCİLERİN FİYATI ALGILAMALAI^I 
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Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mara Alexander

ÖZET

Bu çalışmanın amacı, enflasyonist bir ortamda tüketicilerin fiyat bilgisini 
kullanışları, fiyat promosyonlarını değerlendirişleri, promosyon sinyallerini 
yorumlayışları, fiyat promosyonlarının referans etkileri ve fiyat - algılanan kalite 
kavramları arasındaki ilişki konularında nitel araştırma teknikleri yardımıyla genel 
bir kavrayış oluşturmaktır. Araştırma sonuçları ve müteakip araştırma alanları 
tavsiye edilmektedir.

Anahtar kelimeler: fiyat promosyonu, değer fıyatlaması, promosyon sinyali, 
referans fiyatlar, algılanan kalite, enflasyon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Promotional expenditures o f consumer goods manufacturers and retailers have been 

on the rise in the developed markets like the US and Europe, constituting a large and 

increasing portion o f the marketing appropriation.

Distributor Owned Brands (DOBs) place considerable pressure on national brands 

through their equivalent product quality and low prices. Such pressure caused Procter 

& Gamble (P&G) to review its strategy and consequently execute a program which 

aims at cutting all the promotional expenditures directed both to trade and the end- 

consumers in an attempt to save funds and strengthen its position. In the Asian 

market, however, since brands are perceived to be the connection to Western 

Civilization and lifestyle, DOBs have limited success.

Whether promotion dilutes brand image or conveys good value through discounts 

remains an unresolved issue in developed markets o f relatively stable general price 

levels and consumers who have larger disposable income when compared to those in 

developing countries.

file concept o f promotion signals seem to be promising in the Turkish market 

because the message content o f a promotion in the form o f an announcement printed 

on the packaging or a tie-in packaging or a retailer's announcement can have more



components than the message content o f a promotion signal in a market with low 

inflation where price comparisons are easier.

This study intends to gain insights into the nature o f consumer behavior when it 

comes to choosing between a promoted brand and a nonpromoted brand. Specifically 

the message a promotion signal carries will be explored. We will examine 

consumers' awareness o f price o f the goods they buy, whether they can tell quality by 

price, their attitude towards merchandise on sale, their brand loyalty, i.e. whether 

they switch brands when they encounter a sale, and their purchasing behavior after 

the deal has been retracted.

A sample o f consumers from the upper and lower socioeconomic levels are 

interviewed to analyze the effects o f promotion on the consumtion behavior o f 

Turkish consumers.

Qualitative research findings will not only point out research problems, but also be 

useful for the marketing and retailing practitioners in supplying them with the 

appropriate means o f "good value" communication to consumers in an inflationary 

environment.

The second chapter involves a literature survey on sales promotions, P&G's value 

pricing strategy in the US, perceived quality and price relations, price referencing, 

consumers' perception o f price in inflationary environments, and a review o f 

qualitative research.

In the third chapter, the methodology employed in conducting the research: the 

sampling and the procedure and an outline o f interview will be elaborated.



The fourth chapter consists o f the analysis o f the collected data and interpretation, 

and the implications o f consumers' manifest opinions.

In the last chapter, the findings o f the study and their practical implications togctlicr 

with the implications for further research are summarized.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Sales Promotions

The Internal Report (1993) circulated among Lever Brand Management Groups 

states that the amount o f money spent on sales promotions by consumer goods 

manufacturers in the US has escalated in the past twenty years. It is further claimed 

that according to a study by consultants McKinsey & Co. which is mentioned in the 

report, manufacturers in 1970 offered retailers promotional discounts avci-aging 

about 4%, compared to an average o f between 10% and 15% in 1993. About 44% of 

every dollar spent on advertising and promotion by manufacturers goes to such 

discounts and fees. According to Low and Liechtenstein (1993), US packaged 

goods manufacturers spent $ 18 billion on consumer sales promotions in 1991, 

compared with an advertising spending o f $ 18 billion during the same year.

For a better understanding o f sales promotions, some definitions about the topic arc 

going to be helpful. Schultz and Robinson (1982) argue that there are probably as 

many forms o f sales promotions as there are companies that use it. Yet, they divide 

sales promotions into two basic types which are separately applicable. The first, used 

to move the product from the manufacturer to the distributor or retailer, is called 

"internal" sales promotion. Manufacturers using this type o f sales promotion attempt 

to "push" goods through the distribution channels to the customer. Those activities 

used to promote the product from the manufacturer or distributor through the retailer



to the ultimate consumer are termed "external" sales promotions. Manufacturers 

using this type sales promotion try to create demand by the end consumer, thus 

"pulling" the product through distribution channels. The two promotion strategies 

can be used in conjunction as a promotional campaign incorporates trade discounts 

or trade allowances along with promotion ideas which directly appeal to the 

consumers like bonus-packs, price discounts, contest entry forms, etc.

Schultz and Robinson (1982) reduce sales promotion ideas to 12 basic techniques 

which are: sampling, which means free distribution o f trial-packs, coupons, trade 

coupons, trade allowances, price-offs, free-in-the-mail premiums, self liquidating 

premiums, contests and sweepstakes, refund offers, bonus packs and finally stamp 

plans such as "green stamps" given with each purchase a redeemable for gifts and 

continuity premiums, e.g. frequent flyer programs.

It is also beneficial to state the capabilities and incapabilities o f sales promotions 

from a consumer-oriented perspective. There are eight basic goals that external sales 

promotions can accomplish, as Schultz and Robinson (1982) put it. Sales promotions 

can obtain trial o f a product, encourage repeated usage o f a product, help build more 

frequent or multiple purchases, introduce a new or improved product, introduce new 

packaging or different size packages, be used to neutralize competitive sales 

promotions or advertising, capitalize on seasonal, geographic, or special events and 

encourage the consumer to "trade up" to a larger size, a more profitable line, or 

another product in the line. Sales promotions inevitably have their limitations. They 

cannot build brand loyalty or a consumer-franchise, reverse a declining sales trend, 

change basic consumer nonacceptance o f the product, compensate for inadequate 

levels o f consumer advertising and overcome product problems in pricing, 

packaging, quality, or performance. Sales promotions are helpful in introducing 

novelties about the product mix to the consumers, inducing them to try the product



and persuade them to buy more o f a product they would accept. However, sales 

promotions cannot help if pricing strategy is unacceptable, consumers dislike j^roduct

packaging, and are not satisfied with product quality and performance.

Price promotions are the manufacturer or retailer activities which attract the 

consumers by a temporary price reduction in price o f the goods, including "2 for the 

price o f 1" promotion, extra product free, and so on. Paris and Quelch (1987) argue 

that they constitute a large portion o f sales promotion budgets, around which 

controversy persists among marketing academicians and practitioners as to their 

validity. The authors argue against price promotions for they reduce the potential o f 

other elements o f the marketing mix by bleeding the advertising budget, decreasing 

brand loyalty, increasing consumer price sensitivity and contributing to an excessive 

focus on short-term sales and earnings.

Sellers (1993) discusses P&G's attempt to eliminate price promotions which was a 

shock to the trade for promotions have always been part o f the fast moving consumer 

goods business. In 1991, P&G announced their strategic move which is called Every 

Day Low Pricing (EDLP). The new pricing strategy was the result o f a reengineering 

process through which P&G rationalized the way it did business and generated large 

sums o f savings which in turn is utilized to strengthen the brands and fight against 

local brands and DOBs.

Oster, et al. (1993) explain the crucial elements o f P&G's strategy, former CEO 

Edwin Ailzt aimed to generate $500 million in after tax savings over three ycais 

starting 1993. Coming up with a lower-cost way o f operating was crucial because 

under this controversial "value pricing" program, Artzt was reducing list prices in all 

o f P&G's businesses. He believed that brands can only win loyal consumers in this



decade by selling at consistently low prices, not high one day and on sale the next, as 

most manufacturers operate.

Former P&G Chairman Artzt has revamped many o f the company's time-honoured 

selling techniques in response to the "penny-pinching" 1990s. in a series o f moves 

that have jolted retailers and are being closely watched by rival marketers, P&G is 

slashing its promotional spending, culling weaker brands, and pushing to cut 

manufacturing and administrative costs. By slashing what is increasingly seen as 

unproductive marketing expenses, P&G could apply the savings to price reductions. 

Those could help P&G stem the erosion in its US. sales growth - without committing 

a profits suicide. That was vital to Artzt's global strategy which was based on 

continuing expansion abroad, funded largely by strong US. profits.

The authors reveal that P&G has been taking its marketing overhaul even further 

than anyone reckoned. Having hacked away at discounts and promotions it offers to 

retailers, P&G has also begun cutting the welter o f coupons and refunds it aimed at 

consumers. P&G has been consolidating some weak products with stronger siblings, 

while dumping others. As Artzt put it, consumers would not pay for the inefficiency 

o f a company.

As private-labels gained valuable market shares in P&G's biggest businesses like 

disposable diapers, the company responded with an efficiency drive. In particular, 

P&G reexamined its marketing system. Initially Aitzt focused on trade promotions - 

the discounts, fees, allowances and other gimmicks marketers offer retailers and 

wholesalers. From P&G's perspective, that system was hugely inefficient. It shifted 

some o f the manufacturers' profits to the retailer. It often required extra spending on 

packaging and handling. Because it caused wild swings in production -creating 

spikes when promotions are high and troughs when discounts arc eliminated- it



raised manufacturing costs. And worst o f all, since it has Dawn dish detergent selling 

for 990 one week and $1.89 the next, it made consumers even more price sensitive.

Ostcr, et al. (1993) point out that more recently, P&G has turned its eye on consumer 

promotions. From here on, it may use free samples to get buyers to tiy new products, 

but it won't be hurrying shoppers under a blizzard o f coupons any longer. Again it is 

using the savings to pare prices even further. "Coupons do not contribute to 

consumer value day-in and day-out, and those dollars are better used to drive lower 

shelf prices," a P&G spokesman said.

Altogether, P&G has cut spending on trade and consumer price promotions by 40% - 

in excess o f $1 billion a year. It was also aiming to streamline its brand portfolio, 

repositioning or even scrapping weaker brands while broadening the franchise o f 

stronger ones.

According to the Internal Report (1993) circulated through Lever Brand 

Management Groups, market analysts are proclaiming that Every Day Low Pricing is 

the way o f the future. With this new strategy, brand management gets back to the job 

o f building consumer franchise rather than negotiating deals with retail chains. As 

P&G asserts its commitment to EDLP and the strategy proves to be accepted by 

retailers and market shares recover, Ki'aft General Foods, Colgate, Lever Brothers 

and Best Foods announced that they would review their pricing policies at least for 

the items P&G's strategy affects.



How Consumers Process Price Promotions 

Reference Prices

Price promotions influence the decision making process o f consumers in several 

ways. Since price promotions are announced on retail store features or carry special 

tags to herald the price offer, promotion signals become information cues which can 

affect the buying decision o f the consumers. And since price promotions arc 

generally temporaiy price reductions, they have reference effects on consumers 

perception o f prices.

Inman, McAlister and Hoyer (1990) examine how a promotion signal can act as a 

proxy for a price cut. The term "promotion signal" is used to describe any sign, 

marker, or other indicator o f a price promotion on the brand display used to draw 

consumers' attention to a special offer.

The proliferation o f retail promotion offers, which often include promotion signals 

and some form o f price cut may have caused the consumers to evaluate the brands 

more favorably merely because they have a sign attached. Past research by Blattbcrg, 

Eppen and Lieberman (1981), Dodson, Tybout and Sternthal (1978), Guadagni and 

Little (1983) and Kumar and Leone (1988) has shown that these promotions may 

generate dramatic sales increases for the promoted brand.

One possible explanation o f the authors for this phenomenon is that, over time, some 

consumers interpret a promotion marker as a proxy for a price cut so that the simple 

presence o f a promotion signal leads the consumer to presume that the price o f the 

promoted brand has been discounted, but the consumers do not proceed to verify this



by comparing the promoted price to some standard such as price o f other brands 

within the category or the price o f the unpromoted brand in the consumer's memory. 

The potential exists for a less than optimal decision by the consumers and an increase 

in the market share o f the promoted brand without a concomitant price cut.

Inman, McAlister and Hoyer (1990) design their research in order to test the 

significance o f need for cognition (NFC) as the determinant o f the inclination to 

accept a promotion signal as a proxy for a price cut. Their findings reveal that the 

presence o f a promotion signal made the selection o f the promoted brand more 

likely. Further it seems that for low NFC consumers, the promotion signal alone 

represents a sufficiently significant change in the choice condition to induce a shift in 

choice behavior toward the promoted brand. For high NFC consumers, however, a 

concomitant price cut is needed.

According to the findings stated by Inman, Me Alister and Hoyer (1990), the 

relative ease in obtaining past price information or intracategory price comparisons 

determine the extent to which consumers evaluate promoted brands favorably. 

Therefore, if following the prices o f goods becomes a difficult task because o f 

inflation, one can expect that consumers are more apt to take promotion signals as a 

proxy for a price cut.

Another line o f research, which examines the impact o f a price promotion on the 

behavior o f the consumer after the deal is retracted, justifies P&G's "value pricing" 

strategy. Dodson, Tybout and Sternthal (1987) observed that retraction o f media 

distributed coupons undermined repeat purchase among persons who had switched to 

take advantage o f the deal (i.e., switching transactions) as well as those who had 

purchased the brand before the deal (i.e., loyalty transactions). Similarly, retraction
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o f a conts-off deal undermined the repeat purchasing o f individuals who were 

involved in both switching and loyalty transactions.

One stream o f research investigating the link between pricing activity and consumer 

expectations is based on the notion that the consumer establishes a reference price for 

a brand or a product. Lattin and Bucklin (1989) show that the reference price reflects 

the expectations o f the consumer, which are shaped by the past pricing activity o f the 

brand. Tlie consumer then evaluates the price o f the brand in relation to this 

reference point and his/her response is related to the disparity between the two. 

Hence, consumer response to an unexpected price decrease is a pleasant surprise and 

is greater than the response to an expected price decrease.

Lattin and Bucklin (1989) state the effect o f a promotion signal in a way parallel to 

the argument o f Inman et al. Promotional activity such as a special display or feature 

serves to draw the consumers' attention to the brand and thereby enhances the brand's 

visibility. Because promotion is often accompanied by a price discount, promotion 

may also alert the consumers to a possible increase in the value o f the brand. Under 

these circumstances, it is reasonable to expect reference effects o f promotion on 

consumer response. For example, a consumer is unlikely to respond as favorably to 

an unpromoted brand when he/she expects to find it on promotion. Conversely, 

finding another brand unexpectedly on promotion might signal a " special 

opportunity" and evoke a greater response than a brand promoted all the time, .lust as 

with price, the authors assume that consumers evaluate promotions in relation to a 

point o f reference and respond accordingly.

Kalwani and Yim (1992) test the hypotheses that with an increase in the frequency o f 

promotional activity and an increase in the depth o f the price discount, the price 

consumers expect to pay for the brand decreases. The results from the laboratory



experiment o f the authors provide support for the hypotheses that both the price 

promotion frequency and the size o f price discounts have a significant adverse 

impact on a brand's expected price. They also find evidence in support o f a region of 

relative price insensitivity around the expected price such that changes in price 

within that region produce no pronounced change in consumers' perceptions, lárice 

changes outside that region, however, are found to have a significant effect on 

consumer response. Further, they find that promotion expectations are just as 

important as price expectations in understanding consumer choice behavior. In 

particular, they find that consumers who have been exposed to frequent price 

promotions in support o f a given brand may come to form promotion expectations 

and typically will purchase the brand only when it is price promoted. The authors 

also find that, as in the case o f price expectations, consumer response to promotion 

expectations is asymmetric in that losses loom larger than gains.

In summary, research confirms that excessive use o f price promotions damages 

brand loyalty. The discounted price becomes consumers' reference price, which hurts 

the brand when the deal is retracted. However, in an environment o f steady price 

increases, such referencing may not be observed because consumers have come to 

expect higher prices the next time they hit the shelves. Understanding the way 

consumers process price information contributes to the effectiveness o f sales 

promotions and pricing strategies.

Price and Perception o f  Quality

Price as one o f the sources o f information cues around which consumers shape their 

judgment o f product quality is a marketing strategy ingredient over which the 

marketing practitioners have some control. In this respect, understanding the price

12



and quality perception relationship can contribute to the formation o f robust sales 

promotion and pricing strategies.

Monroe and Krishnan (1986) examine price effects as one source o f information 

buyers may use in forming an evaluation o f a product or in choosing among 

alternatives. O f the several types o f product evaluations that have been investigated 

in the past, price effects on the perception o f product quality have been one o f the 

most frequently examined. The authors argue that economists have considered price 

as an indicator o f the cost or sacrifice one has to make to acquire a product or 

service. While the economic view recognizes that preference for a higher-priced item 

might occur, such an occurrence is considered as a minor deviation o f the traditional 

demand theory. That buyers might prefer a higher-priced product, simply means that 

the utility derived from the product is enhanced because others are purchasing it, or 

because the product carries a higher price tag. Normally, demand for a product is 

assumed to result from the qualities inherent in the product. Thus, aside from 

external reasons for purchasing a higher-priced product, demand is not a function o f 

buyers' perceptions o f the product. And since buyers are assumed to know the 

attributes o f products and the utility to be obtained from acquiring each unit o f each 

product, the issue o f quality perception cannot arise. However, the authors argue that 

behavioral-science researchers have shown how evaluation and choice are related 

and involve two separate mental processes, a point economists cannot capture. Price 

can affect the evaluation as well as the choice o f a product. As used here, evaluation 

refers to a judgment o f product quality, while choice refers to the willingness to 

purchase a product at a particular price. Also, buyers neither have perfect 

information about product attributes nor are they perfect information-processors. If 

buyers do not possess perfect information about product attributes, then they must 

make some inferences from the information cues available, one o f which is price. 

The other information cues are product packaging, brand name, manufacturer

13



reputation and word-of-mouth about the product. Thus, price might be used as an 

indicator o f the qualities inherent in the product, and, if so, a higher price might lead 

to the perception o f higher quality.

Past price and quality-perception research rarely attempted to explain the influence 

o f price on the perception o f product quality. Monroe and Krishnan (1986) 

concentrate on the relationship between price, perceived quality, perceived value and 

willingness to buy. The authors argue that perceived quality and perceived value are 

two separate constructs. Perceived quality is viewed purely as an evaluative measure, 

whereas perceived value is considered a trade-off between perceived quality and 

affordability, within a choice condition.

The price o f a product may play two different roles in buyers' decision processes. 

That is, price may represent a measure o f what must be sacrificed to obtain a 

product; but, price may also influence the perception o f product quality. In the 

former situation, the higher the price, the greater will be the sacrifice one needs to 

make and, therefore, the less will be the inclination to purchase the higher-priced 

product. So, the buyer in a purchase situation makes a value judgment by trading o ff 

the utility o f the sacrifice against the utility inferred from the perception o f quality. 

This trade-off represents the value o f the product as perceived by the consumer.

If the utility inferred from the perception o f quality is greater than the utility 

sacrificed, then there is a positive perception o f value. Other things remaining the 

same, the more positive the buyers' perception o f value, the greater will be the 

buyers' willingness to purchase.

Stokes (1986) states the considerable importance o f price to the marketing 

practitioner and to most o f the people who purchase the products. He takes it as less

14



important than brand name, which communicates a great deal o f information from 

the marketer to the consumer through the "bundle" o f information with which it has 

become associated through advertising, word o f mouth communication, and previous 

usage o f the brand. A few studies have recognized the importance o f this cue but 

have studied it by manipulating the presence or absence o f a brand name, a purely 

academic exercise in that few products are marketed without brand names in today's 

marketplace, even with basic commodities like sugar, salt and flour. A more realistic 

experimental manipulation o f the brand name variable would be to present the 

consumer with a choice between competing brands that differ in their degree o f 

familiarity.

Based upon most o f the research on price and quality-perception, it was expected that 

the main effect o f price would be significant on the quality-rating dependent 

variable. The confirmation o f this expectation lends some additional support for a 

generalized price and quality-perception hypothesis.

Previous research by Gabor and Granger (1964, 1965) has shown that price is used 

more as a quality cue in situations where uncertainty exists, such as with unfiimiliar 

brands. This was found to be true in the author's experiment, supporting results 

found in previous research.

However, brand familiarity appears to be more significant when it comes to 

purchase-intentions. The fact that neither price nor package design had significant 

effects and brand familiarity did, lends additional emphasis to the importance o f tlie 

consumers' familiarity with brands. Brand familiarity does affect consumer behavior 

and indicates that those who spend large sums on advertising, promotion, couponing, 

and giving away free samples in order to increase familiarity are not wrong. These 

results indicate that those who introduce new products and new brands against

15



familiar, established ones have an uphill battle. This, o f course, is not a surprising 

conclusion to the marketing practitioner, who often fails in his attempts to introduce 

novel products or new brands.

The effects o f inflation on consumers' decision making processes would contribute to 

an understanding on how consumers react to price promotions in markets o f high 

inflation. Since the effectiveness o f sales promotions are tested in the developed 

markets where prices are relatively stable, it is not wise to generalize the findings to 

all markets including those where chronic inflation prevails.

Modern economic theory put a strong emphasis on the informational value o f market 

prices. Several theoretical works by Alchian(1970), Rothschild (1973), Friedman 

(1977) and Lucas (1977) suggest that higher variance in the general inflation level, 

which means a larger dispersion o f observed price increases o f goods merchandised 

in a market and results in inconsistent pricing decisions o f the manufacturers or 

retailers as the dispersion o f observed prices o f whether a commodity across separate 

retail outlets or brands o f comparable quality belonging to the same product category 

offered at the same retail outlet gets larger, may blur the information a price conveys, 

resulting in consumers' losses due to wrong decisions taken, relative to the optimal 

behavior in a world with no aggregate noise. It has been shown that as inflation 

increases, so does its variance. Thus inflation itself can be thought to blur the 

information content o f prices. Similarly, consumer information processing theory 

suggests that consumers use various judgment heuristics employing product prices as 

information cues to facilitate decision making. When the information conveyed by 

prices is blurred in times o f inflation, consumers may be prone to judgment errors 

when using such heuristics.
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Essentially all research on consumers' subjective perception o f price to date 

implicitly assumes a relatively stable information environment. In light o f increasing 

rates o f inflation in emerging markets, it becomes important to examine some o f the 

findings on consumers' subjective perception o f prices in situations characterized by 

aggregate noise interfering with the information conveyed by prices.

It is well documented by Kamen and Toman (1970) that price conveys to buyers 

information other than the product cost alone. For example, buyers may rely on the 

price to judge the fairness o f an offer or the sincerity o f a bargain. However, price as 

a subjective information cue was studied by Olson (1977) and Monroe and 

Pretroshius (1981) mainly in the context o f price quality relationship. The use o f 

price as a quality indicator is often viewed as an outcome o f an attribution process by 

which consumers make subjective probability estimates o f what goes with what on 

the basis o f observable correlations in daily life. Judgment heuristics o f this kind arc, 

o f course, prone to errors; however, it is known that consumers rely on them 

sometimes heavily, especially in low information situations where consumers do not 

know much about product specifications, company names and reputations, 

differences across brands, etc.

Recognizing the role o f daily experience in the formation and .use o f consumer 

judgment heuristics raises interesting questions concerning the information content 

o f prices to consumers in times o f inflation when prices change in fast and irregular 

manners. For example, to what extent do consumers feel safe to make quality 

judgments based on price in an environment o f continuous price hikes, and how 

might inflation affect the variability o f such judgments among consumers o f different 

groups.
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It has been recognized by Vining and Elweilowski (1976) and Parks (1978) that 

inflation results in increased price variance in the marketplace. One possible source 

o f this phenomenon could be producers' difficulties to optimally respond to price 

changes. Producers observing a price change in times o f inflation may respond to it 

in rather different ways depending on their interpretation o f its source. A nominal 

price change can be interpreted as either an increase in relative price motivating 

producers to increase supply, or as an inflationary change causing no response on 

their part.

As a result o f the increased price variance, consumers may find it difficult to judge 

whether observed price differences among brands are real and indicate quality 

differences or whether they temporarily reflect non-optimal pricing decisions on the 

part o f the producers. In general, inflation may blur the information content o f prices 

by introducing temporal and geographical inconsistencies in prices and price 

differences among brands, making it difficult for consumers to extract meaningful 

cues to base their judgments on. In addition, fast price changes may result in lower 

price awareness on the part o f consumers, further contributing to the distortion o f 

price and quality-perception relationship.

The effect o f inflation on price as an indicator o f quality by examining the properties 

o f consumers' upper and lower price limits distributions in two countries are studied 

by Shamir (1985). The author posits that price limits are concepts closely related to 

consumers' price quality perceptions. They indicate threshold points on price scales 

below and above which consumers are not willing to purchase products. It is 

believed that consumers' difficulties to assimilate fast changes and inconsistencies in 

product prices in times o f inflation affect the level and dispersion o f their absolute 

thresholds, in comparison to contexts with no inflation. The idea o f absolute price 

thresholds simply means that buyers contemplating a purchase enter the market with
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a range o f acceptable prices bounded by lower and upper price limits. The rationale 

for this lies in the role o f price as an indicator o f quality. The individual consumer is 

believed to feel that he or she would not trust the quality below a certain price and 

would not pay more than a certain upper limit.

The survey took place in September and October 1980, months marked by fast 

increases in the consumer price index, which increased 7.3% in September and 11% 

in October. In general, the annual inflation rate in Israel in 1980 reached a level o f 

133%. There is evidence that consumer price awareness for grocery products is 

lower under high inflation rates in Israel compared to England suffering from less 

than 2 percent inflation in 1958, the year o f previous research on price awareness. 

Most important are the clear and systematic dispersion differences between the upper 

and lower price limit distributions that suggest the distorting effects o f inflation on 

consumers' subjective perception o f prices. Subjects may have much greatcj· 

difficulties to provide consistent lower price estimates in an environment 

diaracterized by high levels o f aggregate noise, compared to upper price limit 

responses.

If another measure is developed for the upper price limit which provides responses 

based on quality considerations alone, then the author states that it will not be 

expected to find any shape or dispersion differences between the lower and upper 

price limit distributions. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to detect increases in 

dispersion o f both limits with increasing inflation rates as a result o f the increase in 

aggregate noise introduced by inflation to the information content o f prices.

By blurring price information content, inflation may affect consumers' search activity 

as well. In an economy without inflation, an observed price increase -being perceived 

as a real price change- often encourages consumers to search for better bargains. In
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an economy suffering from high inflation rates, consumers get used to monthly or 

even weekly price increases o f the entire consumer goods market. In this case, a 

consumer sampling a high price or observing a price increase may attribute it to 

inflation rather than a real price change. Assuming that similar increases occurred 

everywhere, he/she may stop searching too early. 7'he author states that it would be 

reasonable to expect that under high inflation levels, consumers search less and are 

more willing to pay whatever prices are asked.

The context in which Shamir conducted his research resembles the Turkish case. 

Urban areas consumer price index numbers reported by State Institute o f Statistics 

Prime Ministry o f Turkey (1987, 1995) reveal that for fifteen years, inflation has 

been above 30%. Since 1987 inflation typically swings between 60% and 80% and in 

1994 inflation exceded 100% by 6 percentage points. Inflation has been the major 

concern o f Turkey in the last 25 years, yet no improvements have been achieved. 

Turkey is an inflationary environment where the problem is chronic.

In an econometric analysis, Tommasi (1994) characterizes an inflationary 

environment (p. 1385):

There is extensive evidence that inflation is positively correlated with the 

variability of prices across markets. More recently, inflation has been shown 

to be positively related to the variability of prices across sellers of the same 

good. Inflation lowers the informativeness of current prices; in a highly 

inflationary environment, it is hard to establish who the low price sellers are, 

since the price observed today is not a good predictor of future prices.

The author argues that inflation exacerbates the informational problem by 

depreciating the information that current relative prices convey about future relative
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prices. Buyers react by holding smaller information stocks. This translates into 

higher reservation prices; that is, consumers become less choosy.

Areas o f Inquiry

The high rates o f inflation in emerging markets, such as Turkey, may hinder 

consumers' ability to develop reference prices based on previous experience. 

Consumers in such markets can also be seen as "naive" consumers -that is, unfamiliar 

with sales promotions as they are in Western Economies. In this research, we address 

liow consumers process price information, what impression a price promotion gives 

them, whether promotion signals are influential in their decision making process, 

consumers' price awareness in an inflationary environment and reference effects o f 

l)i ices, how brand loyalty affects buying decisions and price and quality-perception 

relationship in a market where nominal prices are steadily rising.

Qualitative Research

To address the areas o f inquiry mentioned above, we will use qualitative research. 

Consumers' processing o f price information, their attitude towards price promotions, 

the influence o f promotion signals and price awareness have not been investigated in 

the Turkish market before. A general understanding o f the nature o f the problem can 

be dealt with through the use o f qualitative research.

Qualitative research precedes quantitative research in research literature because 

qualitative research provides a wide definition o f the marketing problem, generates 

insights into the problem at hand and lets new ideas and hypotheses bloom. Specified
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areas o f further research are then clarified and put through a more structured process

o f investigation exeeuted by the use o f quantitative techniques.

The area o f price referencing, promotion signals and consumer reaction to sales 

promotions in high inflation environments is a rather overlooked research topic 

which promises to be productive. Because there are virtually no information sources 

related to the topic, exploratory research suits best to the case at hand, by providing 

an understanding o f the retail market, the effects o f high inflation on consumers' 

decision making process, the way promotions are perceived, etc.

According to Zikmund (1986), qualitative research is conducted to clarify the nature 

o f problems. It is operational in gaining a better understanding o f the dimensions o f 

the problem and helping the analysis o f the situation where management may have 

discovered general problems but still research is needed. He states the intention o f 

cpialitative research not to be provision o f conclusive evidence from wliich to 

determine a particular course o f action. This type o f research is conducted with the 

expectation that subsequent research will be required to provide conclusive evidence. 

He argues how a serious mistake it would be to rush into detailed surveys before less 

expensive and more readily available sources o f information had been exhausted.

Churchill (1991) states that the general objective in qualitative research is gaining 

insights and ideas. He finds qualitative research to be particularly helpful in breaking 

broad, vague problems into smaller, more precise problem statements, preferably in 

the form o f hypotheses. Further, he views qualitative research to facilitate the 

establishment priorities when several tentative explanations can blur the vision o f 

marketing management.
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Qualitative research techniques consist o f three main branches which arc focus 

group interviews, depth interviews and projective techniques.

Focus Group Interviews

Zikmund (1986) explains focus groups to be an unstructured, free-flowing interview 

with a small group o f people. It is not a rigidly constructed question and answer 

session but a flexible form o f discussion. There is a moderator who introduces the 

topic and encourages the participants to discuss the subject among themselves. Focus 

groups are expected to allow people discuss their true feelings, anxieties, and 

frustrations as well as the depth o f their convictions.

Templeton (1987) finds Zikmund's definition to be superficial and suggests her own

definition o f focus groups (pp. 5-6):

An advertiser, advertising agency or a political entity feels that he/she/it 

needs help in selling a product, service, or him/her/ or itself. A focus group, 

in essence, is a small, temporaiy community formed for the purpose of 

collaborative enterprise of discoveiy. The assembly is based on some mutual 

interest, and the effort is reinforced because panelists are paid for the work, 

leaving unspecified what the "work" is and the nature of the "discovery".

Giouping fosters the kind of interaction that penetrates impression 

management and uncovers more basic motivations, even when the group is 

unawai e of impression management or of the need to penetrate it.

Impression management means the covering o f self-doubt and avoiding others to 

ridicule oneself. Strengths and weaknesses o f focus group interviews are discussed 

by Seymour (1988). According to his analysis, the speed at which the research is 

conducted, the flexibility and adaptability o f the technique to different situations, the 

opportunity o f marketing manager getting closer to consumers, the built-in
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subjectivity o f participants which allow them explain their thoughts, and the 

dynamics o f the process which produce synergysm, snowballing, stimulation, 

secui-ity and spontaneity are the strengths o f the focus group interviews. Weaknesses 

o f the technique are artificiality for in the research setting, participants arc playing 

their roles, posturing which results in participants' efforts to please the moderator, 

selective listening o f the decision maker and the impact several forceful individuals 

can have on others' responses.

Depth Interviews

Oldfield (1941) incorporated the attributes o f interview in his definition (p. 6):

Four main characteristics Joiniiy mark off what we should ordinarily call an 

intei viow from other types of human encounter. It is a meeting of individuals 

face to face; it is dedicated to a particular purpose, and is embarked upon 

with the consciousness of this; it employs tnae conversation; and there is 

fi equently a non-reciprocal relation between the individuals taking part.

Depth interviewing is a moderated extension o f Oldfield's definition which

penetrates the respondent's motivations seated below the outer level o f the self and

enlightens the inner-self level o f meaning. Seymour (1988) views the interview

technique as a tool used to gather personal information on marketing and advertising

concerns, and complains o f the little emphasis placed on the basics o f the technique

in spite o f its lengthy list o f credentials in other disciplines such as are clinical

psychology, sociology and anthropology. He argues that depth interviewing is the

first qualitative technique to have the capability o f penetrating the outer-self level

and helping to reach an understanding o f the inner-self level o f meaning -a level that

is usually concealed to the outer world and deals with introspections and

elaborations. For these reasons, he praises depth interview an invaluable research

technique in studying marketing and advertising problems.
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Sashkin and Morris (1984) list three factors that help to improve respondent's 

receptiveness. First, the respondent needs to feel that his/her acquaintance with the 

interviewer will be a pleasant one, which means building rapport with the 

respondent. Second, the respondent needs to see the interview important and 

worthwhile. The third factor is the barriens that have to be removed from the 

respondent's mind. The interviewer must be certain, clear and encouraging. They 

further explain the characteristics o f an interview, which allows the interviewer to 

dig below the surface. Sashkin and Morris (1984) define probing, an important 

element o f the interviewing process, as the technique used by the interviewer to 

stimulate discussion and obtain more information. A question has been asked, and an 

answer given. For any number o f reasons, the answer may be inadequate and may 

require the interviewer to seek more information to meet the survey objectives. 

Probing is the art o f getting this additional information. Several neutral techniques o f 

probing are a brief assertion o f understanding and interest, an expectant pause, 

repeating the question, repeating the respondents' reply, a neutral question or 

comment, and asking for further clarification. The most important point is that all 

probing methods should be neutral.

Seymour (1988) discusses the strengths and weaknesses o f depth interviewing. He 

views the strengths o f the technique to be individual differences across respondents, 

unaided recall to reflect the real concerns rather than those imposed by the 

researcher, increased validity, clarification and probing. The weaknesses are 

individualization which leaves the researcher with a mass o f data that defies 

generalization, expense in money and time, hired hands as many interviewers are 

hired nonprofessionals, interviewer bias which results from the effect that the 

interviewer has on the nature o f the respondent's responses and respondent bias, 

responding differently to different interviewers.
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Projective Techniques

Churciiill (1991) states that researchers have circumvented the respondents' 

reluctance to unveil their feelings by developing techniques that are largely 

independent o f the subjects' self awareness and willingness to reveal themselves.

The main thrust in these projective methods has been that o f concealing the subject 

o f inquiry by using a disguised stimulus. Although the stimulus is in a structured 

form, respondents are free in the way they respond to it. The basic assumption in 

projective techniques is that an individual organization o f a relatively structured 

stimulus is indicative o f the person's basic perception o f the phenomenon. In general 

terms, a pi ojective technique involves the use o f a vague stimulus that an individual 

is asked to describe, expand on, or build a structure around. Although any stimulus 

can serve, three common types projective techniques are word association, sentence 

completion, and storytelling.

Seymour (1988) divulges the trade-offs involved in employing projective techniques 

by comparing strengths and weaknesses. The strengths in his analysis are 

overcoming rationalizations which disguise the true reasons o f an action, thought or 

feeling, inarticulation which reveals the motives existing below the level o f 

awareness, security, naturalness, and breadth o f understanding. The weaknesses ai'e 

depth which may be unnecessary, lack o f reliability, lack o f interpretability, and lack 

o f generalizability.
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III. METHODOLOGY

Since the aim o f this research is to gain insights on consumers' price referencing and 

promotion evaluation behavior, qualitative research is employed. Level o f disposable 

income is taken as the criterion o f consumer segmentation and two groups are 

defined: low income consumers and high income consumers. Individuals who do the 

household's consumer non-durables shopping are qualified. The reason why we 

chose income as the criterion o f segmentation is that the observation o f any 

differences in the buying behavior o f two consumer groups can lead to a better 

understanding o f how consumers process price information, how reference price 

elTecls get into the picture and how they relate price to quality. Rather than any other 

criteria like sex, age, education or region which might also be sensible, the basic 

element o f consumption, purchasing power is considered. Consumers who have 

access to large retail stores are examined because consumer non-durables 

manufacturers target in their promotional activities consumers who shop at huge 

retail stores and a large portion o f consumer promotions distributed through local 

retail stores and groceries do not reach end-consumers in Turkey.

Low income consumers are individuals who do shopping for a household whose 

monthly income is below 25 million TL. The households which participated in this 

research consist o f singles in each segment, one child and parents for low income 

segment, and one or two chidren for the hih income segment. 25 million TL is taken 

as the low income limit for if both parents are working for low salaries, they cannot
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exceed the specified amount. High income consumers do shopping for a household 

whose monthly income is above 75 million TL.

Two mini focus groups and two depth interviews arc conducted for the low income 

consumer segment. Two drivers and a library employee working for Bilkent 

University participated in one o f the mini focus group interviews and five library 

employees participated in the other one. Two depth interviews were conducted with 

a Bilkent security guard and a METU secretary. Six depth interviews and one focus 

group interview are conducted for high income consumer segment. A department 

head at METU, a government contractor o f city planning projects, a retired banker 

who is the wife o f a businessman, the wife o f the owner o f a nationally distributed 

weekly newspaper, director o f a public handicrafts institute who at the same time is 

the wife o f a businessman and a doctor are interviewed. An aircraft audit engineer 

and three credit analysts participated in the focus group interview.

All the interviews are conducted by the same interviewer. Interviews are tape- 

recorded upon permission o f the respondents and then written down.

Interviews are conducted applying the following sequencing o f subjects: the places 

consumers go shopping, the reasons for choosing these places and an evaluation o f 

other alternatives, consumers product and brand choice criteria, brand loyalty, price- 

quality relationship, price referencing, attitude against merchandise on promotion, 

promotion signals, and brand usage after deal is retracted. A typical interview is 

translated into English (Appendix).
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IV. RfiSEAJ^CH FINDINGS

In this part, insights acquired on consumers' shopping behavior; place o f shopping, 

brand loyalty, price awareness, price-quality perceptions, price referencing, attitude 

towards merchandise subject to sales promotion and how they interpret promotion 

signals will be presented and commonalities and peculiarities will be discussed.

Place o f  Shopping

Observations Common to Both Groups

The research revealed that both consumer groups prefer shopping at a large retail 

store. Consumers appreciate the variety o f product groups as well as variety o f 

brands offered at a hypermarket. They are pleased to have the opportunity o f 

procuring their needs at a time and saving time by not having to shuttle from store to 

store.

"It relieves me, you can see there anything. Anything you can imagine. So much variety. For this 

reason, you don't have to go someplace else. It relieves me. I have a child. 1 want to go home as 

soon as possible. I don't want to lose time." Meltem. 33. secretaiv. low income.

"As 1 told you, my time is as precious as my money is. I have to spend time as economically as 

possible. I have limited time for the kids and the other things I have to do. For this reason 1 prefer 

Migros." Nacive, 48. doctor, hinh income.
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Both consumer groups are unanimous on the good condition o f goods merchandised 

in hypermarkets because o f high turnover rates. Consumers care for freshness o f 

goods, especially o f food.

"Grocery stores, especially those in tlie suburbs, cannot sell the goods they offer fast enough. Large 

retail stores offer fresh products. It is evident from the dust on packages of detergents in a grocery 

store. In my opinion, buying food from a groceiy is wrong." Ufuk, 29, security guard, low income. 

"Turnover is low, therefore you encounter stale or decayed goods probably. It happened to me. You 

buy rice, there are things in it, you have to throw it away." Ash, 26, city planner, high income.

Self-service shopping is favored by consumers for they like walking in the store as 

they wish, examine goods one by one and take their time to make a decision.

"I would prefer shopping at a large retail store if I lived close to one. You know why? At least i can 

examine anytliing 1 want, the way I want. I can reject a package 1 dislike. For example, 1 check the 

expiry date. The grocer gets angry with me if I do the same at his shop." Kadri, 34, library 

personnel, low income.

"1 prepare a list, enter the store and feel myself comfortable. It is cool, clear and a nice setting. I feel 

free to wander. And I pick the goods as I see them." Avten, 59, institute director, high income.

Consumers place high priority in retail stores in their neighborhood and visit distant 

stores for items they cannot find in the ones near.

"1 sliop at MSR on 1. Avenue, Balgat. I can find there eveiytliing I wish. Sometimes tliere are items 

vvliich 1 cannot find, then I feci sony because 1 have to go to, let's say Kızılay. " Meltem, 3.'t, 

secrctaiv. low income.

"Some goods are present in both Migros and Şok. I prefer Şok for the items because it is quite close 

to the place where I live. For the items I cannot find there, 1 go to Migros for shopping." Cansu, 52. 

professor, hiuh income.
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Consumers go to hypermarkets for major shopping, e.g. to do their monthly or 

semimonthly shopping.

"Once in a month, we go shopping and buy -from detergent to rice- eveiything necessaiy." Hakan, 

24, library pcrsonncL low income.

"We do shopping at hypermarkets and buy all the tilings we need semimonthly.” Berrin, 52, retired 

teacher, hiuh income.

Once they go shopping, they wish to find everything they look for at the same store, 

otherwise they have to do additional shopping somewhere else what they try to 

avoid.

"What attracts me is the cleanliness of the store and the possibility of finding my needs altogether, 

there. Other than that I seldom go someplace else tor shopping... I like buying things from a specific 

store. Because you feel safe. You don’t go somewhere else. You have to toil to go someplace else." 

Meltem, 33, secretaiv, low income.

"They have to increase variety. I have a list in my mind, if 1 cannot find a product, it becomes an 

obsession and bothers me. You go there once in a month, you want to buy everything you have on 

your list. If you cannot get it, you wait for the next month’s shopping." Ash, 26, city planner, high 

income.

Consumers believe that large retail stores stimulate consumption and they end-up 

going home with goods they do not need or goods they do need but in quantities 

which it will take a long time to consume.

" Have you ever noticed it? When you go to large retail stores, you buy things you otherwise would 

not. Here, we go to Meteksan Market and buy also things we don't need." Hakan, 24, library 

personnel, low income.

"You enter the store to buy three items. When you get out, you have a full basket. This place is ('ull 

of traps for us." Hale, 45. retired banker, high income.
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They are confident when they know that defective goods they buy are going to be 

replaced and they believe that large retail stores replace defective merchandise sold 

without additional effoii:.

"Large stores are trustworthy. You can return a defective product to a large store but a grocer would 

not replace the good with a proper one. The poor man would not take it back." Bekir, 30, library 

personnel, low income.

"I bought cheese from Migros. I remember its taste, there was something wrong. I didn't return it. 

Aftenvards I told management about that. They told me they would replace it and that I should bring 

the defective good with me. Even though I didn’t replace it, their attitude made me trust them." Ash, 

city planner, high income.

Existence o f section managers, security personnel and error-free cash registers seem 

to be elements building trust. Consumers believe that large retail stores are managed 

by professionals.

"At Beğendik or Migros, there are people responsible for managing a section. These guys know what 

goes on in their section, which goods need to be renewed. They also have to replace defective 

products returned by customers." Kadri, 32, libraiy personnel, low income.

"Of course I trust the shop. At least they have a security team. You feel secure. Besides, cash 

registers do not give you false bills. It happened to me a few times at Tansaş. I trust Migros in that 

lespect." Berrin, 52, retired teacher, high income.

Both groups o f consumers limited their shopping from local grocery stores to goods 

consumed on a regular basis like bread, milk, newspapers, and other consumer goods 

just in case they fall short o f something. Consumers complain about delimitation o f 

variety, very low turnover rates for ageing goods, limited store space, high personal 

contact and shop owner's negative attitude toward returned defective products.
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Unlike the high ineome group, low ineome consumers keep shopping at bazaar-like 

outdoor retail settings and compare prices at these places to those at retail stores.

"A pair of jeans cost 500,000 TL at Saman Pazarı and 4 million TL at a retail store. They are both 

jeans. But you can return tlie one you buy at a retail store when you spot a defect, but you can never 

take a pair of jeans back to Saman Pazarı for any reason.'* Fikret. 36. driver, low income.

Low income consumers group contains price wizards who collect prices from all 

entities which have a retail price ranging from large retail stores to suburban 

wholesalers.

"There are wholesalers in my neighbourhood. They sell goods to groceries. I check the prices they 

announce on their doors. Sugar is cheap, 1 buy when 1 need. Recently 1 was at Beğendik. Ankara 

brand Noodles cost 30,000 TL. Before that I saw the same brand at the wholesaler. The price was 

25,000TL. I bought from the retailer more than I need." Uğun 32, driver, low income.

Observations Specific to the Low Income Group

Observations Specific to the High Income Group

High income consumers appreciate professional sales teams at large retail stores and 

like the treatment o f customers by the sales personnel.

"Tliey care for you. They come and help you if you ask for anything. For example, there are times I 

have to wait at Tansaij (municipal retail chain in Izmir). You have to wait in line before the butcher's 

or daily products' stand. At Migros you receive a better service. Many things are packaged. And 

you can find someone when you need help." Avten, 59. institute director, high income.
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They state that trust in a store facilitates shopping in that consumers feel confident in 

the quality o f the products they buy and they do not feel they have to examine the 

goods carefully.

"No, 1 examine neither prices nor goods themselves while I'm shopping at Şok (discount store 

chain). I fill my basket and leave." Cansii, 5 2 . professor, hiah income.

High income consumers state they shopped in the neighboring retail stores because 

they knew the shop owner and feel they have to buy goods from them occasionally in 

order to preserve good relations.

"There is a groceiy store in the neighbourhood we live. We have a phone connection. The shop 

owner is a veiy sympathetic man from Black Sea region. This is where salesman and customei· 

relations get into the scene. I buy from him from time to time. Besides, I buy at his store when 1 am 

suddenly short of an item." Cansu. 52, professor, liiHi income.

Brand Loyalty

Although some low income consumers are loyal to brands in some product 

categories, high income consumers are more choosy in general and releuctant to try 

out other brands, other than those accepted by them. The brands high income 

consumers prefer are the major brands in the market and are heavily advertised e.g. 

Omo, Pınar, Piyale.

Brand loyalty is examined through an inquiiy into detergent consumption behavior. 

Low income consumers are more willing to try out a new detergent which has a 

lower price than the currently used one and demonstrates comparable performance. 

They prefer to stay with the brand until a new detergent brand shows up with the
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claim o f tlie same performance at a lower price. Consumers buy small packages to 

try new detergent brands.

"Recently 1 clianged my fabrics detergent brand. I used to buy OmoMatic or AloMatic. But they are 

veiy expensive, 1 tried RinsoMatic. 1 liked it. Now I'm buying Rinso. But 1 can switch if its quality 

decreases. Because there is so much choice: Persil, Omo, a hundred brands. And new brands are 

coming up. But I tiy them. I think it is beneficial to try." Meltem. 33. secretary, low income.

High income consumers are more brand loyal than low income consumers. They do 

not think that they have to try another brand if they are satisfied with the brand they 

use. The brands they mention are the same ones. Brand loyalty to major brands, 

which are Omo, Ariel and Persil, is observed.

"People say things. They say this one cleans better, it makes fabrics like that, but I cannot observe 

the performance they tell me about. I tried one or two brands, but now 1 like my brand. 1 use Persil. 1 

also tried Omo and Alo." Benin. 52. retired teacher, high income.

However, some consumers in this group stated that they can switch to "the other" 

brand when they spot a price difference when shopping. Their definition o f brand 

loyalty is an extended one as compared to the usual definition o f loyalty to one single 

brand. They usually consider two different brands and stay loyal to them.

"1 prefer qualities 1 know and trust. I want to buy brands I know when I go shopping. 1 buy Omo or 

Ariel for fabrics detergent. They are the same to me. 1 buy the cheaper one." Hale. 45. retired 

banker, hiuh income.

High income consumers try a new brand only if peers talk favorably about the brand 

or if the new brand is advertised with a new product idea.

"When it is a new product I want to try it. For example Pınar launched the 'ready to go' meat dishes.

I tried. 1 will tiy it once more. If we like it, we will go on consuming it." Berrin. 52. retired teacher, 

hiuh income.
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Price Awareness

Consumers, even the price wizards, admit that it is almost impossible to track prices 

o f goods they consume and that they are accustomed to price increases.

They cannot recall past prices with some exceptions o f high value items like olive-oil 

and fabrics detergents. Consumers compare prices item by item as they do shopping, 

but cannot memorize prices. They can tell a price increase at the cash register where 

their basket is screened, because they buy more or less the same items.

"We cannot track price movements, but we know what we buy and we know what we pay for it. Tlie 

next time we buy the same things, we pay more. Inflation is higli on consumer goods' piices." 

Mellem. 33. secretai-y. low income.

"1 cannot follow prices. I want to observe the change in prices but 1 cannot memorize them. 1 know 

that there are large price increases. I buy the same things and each month I pay more." Sevim, 25. 

credit analyst, hiuh income.

Both consumer groups feel upset when they discern the increase in prices.

Consumers compare prices o f goods sold at different retail stores and think that each 

store has some goods cheaper and some goods more expensive.

"For example, what is expensive at Beğendik (a large retail store in Ankara) is cheap at Migros and 

what is expensive at Migros is cheap at Beğendik. It changes, it is hard to follow. We compare 

brochures of stores. Metro (a cash & cany chain in Turkey) is the cheapest store." Uuur. 32. driver, 

low income.
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"Migros is really cheaper than others, I mean below Begendik's prices. But 1 cannot assert that 

Migros sells goods for less than Beğendik does. Some goods are cheaper at one store, and others are 

cheaper at the other.”Asli, 26. city planner, hi^h income.

The price comparison process leads them to rate stores based, in part on their pricing 

strategy. The store which is perceived to charge the least price for the goods 

merchandised, is trustworthy and has a convenient location is rated highest by 

consumers and is their preferred place to shop.

"Migros has a larger variety, but prices are lower at Şok. Şok is at a location near where I live. I 

prefer Şok for the brands and products merchandised at both stores. However, I go to Migros to buy 

brands 1 cannot find at Şok... It is impossible to follow prices. So I have a classification of stores. 1 

believe Şok is cheaper. I find it more convenient to prefer a store than following prices item by 

item." Cansu, 52. professor, hidi income.

”1 would have shopped at a large retail store if I had lived near one of them because there arc many 

advantages offered by large retail stores." Kadri, 32, libraiy personnel, low income.

The store choice process is based on perceptions and store images. Both groups o f 

consumers accept prices o f goods at stores they prefer, which as a result posits the 

emergence o f retail store rating as a proxy for reference prices. Consumers feel 

satisfied with the impression that the prices at the store are reasonable.

"There is a retail store called MSR on 1. Avenue, Balgat. It is not in the neighbourhood, remarkably 

less far away. I usually tiy to shop at that store because they've got the variety, it is a clean store and 

their prices are lower than those at the small groceries. And I usually go there for shopping. But 1 

prefer cheaper brands." Meltem. 33. secrctaiv. low income.

"People think that large retail stores have lower prices, which in fact is not true. Not all the goods 

are cheap. But people belive that they offer lower prices. They have permanent stands where they 

exhibit goods on sale. They place excessive goods in thir windows with low prices. They even buy
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announcement pages in the regional prints of newspapers" Yusuf 26. aircraft audit eimineer. high

income.

Price-Quality Perceptions 

Observations Common to Both Income Groups

Consumers believe that higher priced items are o f higher quality.

"High quality goods have higher prices. When I buy food, 1 preier more expensive products. If I 

think that they taste good I stick to them. There are stores at Ulus where prices are veiy low, but I 

don't trust the quality of the goods they sell." Ufuk, 29, security tzuard. low income.

"As an Englishman said, 1 am not that stupid to buy cheap goods." Hale. 45. retired teacher, liigh 

income.

Consumers prefer to buy at a store which they can trust, nevertheless, they are still 

chasing better value by shopping at different stores that offer lower priced items.

"1 would not consider Tansa? if prices weren't better than those at Migros. There are considerable 

differences at some commodities. Rice is the same eveiywhere, it is of the same quality. Rice 

bought from both stores yields the same result. To buy such goods I go to Tansa^, too." Berrin, 52. 

retired teacher, high income.

Consumers believe that there are goods which are o f high quality, but are unknown 

to consumers for they do not advertise. Therefore, they conclude that it is wrong to 

believe that only advertised products are o f high quality.

"There are certainly goods which are high quality but unknown to consumers. For example 

iVIedident. In retail stores tooth-paste brands are Colgate, Ipana and Signal. I prefer Medident. It is a
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medical product but it is not advertised. 1 believe it is better than other brands. Its price is lower than 

that of others." Attila, 32, credit analyst, hi^h income.

Advertising has a bad reputation in consumers' minds. Consumers believe that 

advertising diverts consumers buying behavior and advertised brands are expensive, 

for manufacturers charge consumers the cost o f advertising. Advertising and 

sampling arc accepted to be attractive only if they communicate a new product idea. 

Such a new idea induces product trial.

"The guy invests in a product, buys its patent or licence or whatever, starts production in Turkey and 

attracts consumers with fancy TV advertisements. When you go to the shelf, you buy brands 

unwillingly... Medident is cheaper than the other brands because producers do not charge any 

advertising costs." Attila. 32. credit analyst. liiKli income.

"I never buy a shampoo or a chewing gum because I see TV advertisements. I don't give up the 

brands that I use. I just become aware of new bands. I don’t tiy them unless there is something new 

in them, like a tooth-paste which nourishes the tooth-gum." Hakan, 24, library personneL low

Some consumers believe that all detergents perform at the same level.

"Consequently, these detergents are all the same. 1 read it somewhere. The difference is in perfume 

and additives like that." Fikret. 36. driver, low income.

"They are of the same quality. Why should 1 pay more? In fact, many brands are produced by the 

same company. They disguise it, but, look, for example Domex, Omo, AloMatic, Rinso are 

produced by the same company. I don't want to pay more for the same product. In fact 1 like the 

performance of Domex better than that of Qmo." Ash. 26. city planner, hidi income.

Consumers are o f the opinion that a brand is o f good quality only at the time it is 

introduced. Manufacturers are more careful the first time they introduce the product.
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"Goods are better quality at times they are launched, 1 don't know. Have you obsei-ved this? They 

liave a diminishing quality level afteivvards. OmoMatic, for example, used to have a very good 

performance. But quality keeps decreasing. Prices go up, quality goes down. I observed this." 

Meltem. 33, secretai-y. low income.

"Aytaç sausage for example. Prices were veiy low at the time they were launclied. People say that 

quality is higher than competition. 1 don't know, the prices are now almost the same." Yusuf 26. 

aircraft audit engineer.

Consumers tell the quality o f food through its taste, and the quality o f detergents 

through their performance and scent.

"My definition of quality? For example cheese. I go to diaiy products stand at Beğendik and try 

different clieese types. Usually the one I like is the most expensive one." Sevim. 25. credit analyst.

high income.

"Trial is important. It is difficult to decide by looking at the packaging. You buy it and you try it. If 

yt)Li are pleased with the performance, and if it has a reasonable price, 1 buy it again. Brand is not 

important." Ugur. 31. driver, low income.

Consumers state that they are careful in buying food, that they check expiry dates o f 

products. They do not trust manufacturers and authorities who control production 

and distribution conditions o f goods, especially food.

"There is no control in Turkey. You don't know what the guy produces, what the ingredients are, 

how the production conditions are. For big companies, you can say that they have a reputation to 

protect, so they are more careful." Oktav. 25. librai-y personnel, low income.

"1 trust neither manufacturers nor retailers. I can’t be sure of the quality of undurable goods. I doubt 

whether expiry date on the package is correct or they stamped a new label on it. 1 don't know who 

controls it, how they do it, I cannot be sure of the product. 1 prefer goods which are more durable." 

Naciye, 48. doctor, hidi income.
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Low income group respondents define good value as satisfaction o f their 

expectations when they try a product. They are in constant search for products. In 

our interview, we focused on detergents which performed quite like the incumbent 

one. They prefer to buy the cheaper one among a set o f brands wider than that o f the 

higher income group. Low income consumers consider all the brands advertised on 

TV and retailer brands.

"We used ABCMatic and ArielMatic. Consequently, one of tliem smells better. No difference in 

perfoimance. They say it is tough on fabrics. It is not. Then 1 don't buy the expensive one. It is so 

simple. I tried all of the brands; Ariel, Omo, Alo, all of them. We have to stay within our budget. If 

Ihe brand is cheap and quality is close to good quality, I buy it. But it is not right to buy low quality 

goods." Fikret, 36. driver, low income.

I .ovv income consumers can trade down when the price o f a product is too expensive 

to afford.

"I prefer high quality goods especially when it comes to food. Of course, our budget constrains us. 

For example olive-oil. We are not buying olive-oil for five years, we cannot. The price of 1kg of 

olive-oil is equal to the price of 5 kgs of sunflower-oil. Olive-oil is a luxuiy good for a low income 

peison." Ufuk. 29. security miard. low income.

Price wizards scan price information in the market and they are the most advantaged 

individuals to exploit opportunities like low priced major detergent brands. They buy 

in large quantities once they spot an opportunity.

"You go to a store where the shop owner is not aware of the price changes of goods. Another store 

has information of the price increase and raises retail prices. If you don't miss this situation, you can 

buy more than you need at the store where the good is cheaper." Uiiur. 32. driver, low income.

Observations Specific to the Low Income Group
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High income consumers seem to be more price sensitive nowadays than ever. They 

look for better prices and are more receptive to price information than they were 

before.

"You want to save money. 5,000TL, 10,OOOTL per pack is not important but you think you acid 

another pack for free by saving small amounts. I do price comparisons which I never did. Until 

recently, 1 used to shop without looking at prices, just picking brands, paying the bill and coming 

liome. Now we talk about prices at our meetings with friends." Hale. 45. retired banker, hiuh 

income.

Consumers choose fabrics detergents from a quite narrow set o f major brands which 

are the highest priced brands in the market. They are loyal to the brands and do not 

ti7 out other brands. Consumers are more willing to talk about detergents than about 

any other product category.

"1 used Omo for a long time. Then Ariel was cheaper. Now 1 prefer one of the two, basing my 

decision on their prices at the time I go to a store to buy fabrics detergent." Hale. 45. retired banker, 

hiiili income.

"1 prefer Ariel and do not want to try another brand. I don't care about any promotions Omo 

conducts." Cansu. 52. professor. Iiiah income.

"My detergent brand is Omo and I have no intention of switching to anothei' biand." Avten. 59. 

Institute director, high income.

Consumers express their trust in the store rather than in the manufacturer. In this 

sense, retail-store serves as a trustworthy medium between consumers and the 

manufacturers.

"When 1 shop at Migros, I don't trust manufacturers but 1 feel like I trust Migros." Ash, 26, city 

planner, hitrh income.

Observations Specific to the High Income
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Consumers show an affinity to brands they have more information about.

"1 prefer Pinar's products because I have information about tlieir production facilities, the 

improvements tliey make and I appreciate these things." Benin. 52, retired teaclier, liiuli income.

Price Referencing

Consumers have no price expectations in the sense discussed in the literature review 

chapter: Lattin and Bucklin (1989) state that the reference price reflects the 

expectations o f the consumers, which are shaped by the past pricing activity o f the 

brand. The consumer then evaluates the price o f the brand in relation to this 

reference point and his/her response is related to the disparity between the two. 

Since prices are constantly moving upward, consumers are comparing prices o f 

goods across retail stores and using this information to rate retail stores. It is difficult 

for consumers to memorize an enormous amount o f data. They use the result o f an 

instant price comparison to modify the current standings o f retail stores they consider 

shopping at. In this way, retail store rating becomes an indication for good value.

"It is like a habit, it feels like prices are cheaper at Migros than at other stores. You think prices are 

lower there." Hale. 45. retired banker, high income.

When it comes to comparing prices at retail stores with those at out-door retail 

settings, reference effects o f price concept becomes active. The price o f a good at a 

retail store is a determinant o f the lowest price consumers expect to encounter. 

Consumers who observe that half the price o f a brand sold at a a retail-store is 

offered by an out-door retailer, attribute this disparity to product imitation.

"For example, let us assume that 1 kg Komili olive-oil costs 100,000TL. The price is 50,000TL, half 

the price at Ulus. It is impossible that the two products are of the same quality. In retail-stores, price ■
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changes range from 5,000TL to 10,000TL . So low a price is not credible. It is an imitation." Ufuk. 

29, security guard, low income.

Goods on Promotion 

Observations Common to Both Groups

Consumers link newspapers' promotion war to sales promotions they encounter at 

large retail stores and do not think that they will benefit from promotions.

"It l eminds me of newspapers’ promotions. I check the market prices of goods which the newspapers 

distribute upon coupon redemption and obseiwe that consumers do not have a gain. I think 

consumers are not better off in this promotion thing." Gansu, 52, professor, liidi income.

"I think sometimes about that. In my opinion, it would be much better if companies reduce prices 

ratlier than distributing goods on coupon redemption. Without promotions, a newspaper could have 

been cheaper and more people would have bought and read newspapers." USur, 32, driver, low 

income.

Both groups o f consumers have doubts about the quality o f merchandise on sale. 

They suspect that the regular package o f the brand contains material o f higher quality 

than does a promoted package.

"1 don’t think that promotions deliver good value. In contraiy, I believe that sales promotions arc 

diverting us. Producers are cheating, reducing ingredients, tiying to find ways to sell the goods. And 

they sell the goods at prices higher than their true value. ” Kadri. 34. library personnel, low income. 

"I wonder why they offer a bigger pack size for the price of a smaller one. 1 doubted if they had 

bottled diluted detergent. I really considered it" Sevim, 25, credit analyst, hidi income.
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Tlie groups have no common opinion about their preference o f sales promotion 

types. Some favor tie-ins while others prefer price reductions.

"1 prefci price reductions over added products for free." Uğun 32. driver, low income.

"It is good to buy a tooth-brush tied to a tooth-paste." Oktay. 25, librai-y personneL low income.

"It will be better if prices of added products are reduced from goods' prices" Hale. 45. retired banker, 

liigh income.

"I like tie-ins. It feels like they give me something for free." Sevim. 25. credit analyst, high income.

Consumers claim that they do not consider a price promotion if they do not need a 

product, lliey  evaluate a promoted brand only if they have an intention to buy 

detergents.

"If 1 do not need detergents, I am not interested in any promotions. It doesn't attract me. If 1 have an 

intention to buy detergents and if the price of the tied-in product is not added to price, maybe." 

Uğur. 32. driver, low income.

Consumers check the price o f the promoted brand and calculate their gain in the 

transaction.

"In fact, goods are cheaper on promotion, maybe there is no need for a price check, but maybe 1 

have an obsessive character. 1 am suspicious. In Turkey it feels like someone is cheating us, we have 

to watch out." Nncive. 48. doctor, hiizh income.

"When you see a detergent brand on promotion, you know the prices approximately and you can 

guess the price of the tied-in product and see whether you are better o ff" Fikret. 36. driver, low 

income.
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Consumers in low income group mentioned brands they bought just to benefit from 

the promotional material. They were determined to back to their initial brand after 

the deal was retracted.

"I can accept to buy Elidor sliampoo just for the cassettes tliey tied-in. Many people bougitt the 

sliampoo at that time. I normally use Blendax and I did not consider Elidor after the deal was gone. 1 

prefer Efes Pilsen, but 1 can accept to buy five bottles of Tuborg to get one beer glass for free." 

Hakan. 24. librai-y personnel.

Price wizards use promotional brochures to compare prices o f goods sold at large 

retail stores.

"Those brochures and newspaper announcements help us in comparing prices at distant stores.", 

yL'lii·. 32. driver, low income.

Observations Specific to the High Income Group

Some consumers believe that old generation goods are pushed through sales 

promotions.

"I don't know exactly, but I believe that old generation products are promoted so that they aie not 

left unsold after a new generation is in the market." Avten, 59. institute director, hiuh income.

Consumers think that brochures o f large retail stores are heaps o f product photos and 

prices, and are far from informative.

"I've seen a few such brochures, but 1 didn't understand anything. There too many things on it. Ash, 

26. city planner, hitih income.

Observations Specific to the Low Income Group
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Promotion Signals

Turkish consumers do not take promotion signals as a proxy for price reduction. In 

fact, they do not trust manufacturers and try to find out what their real intention is. 

This alerts them to consider prices o f consumer promotions more carefully.

"1 sometimes wonder why producers sell goods on promotion, tie things togetlier, give one product 

free for one purchase. Maybe they are tiying to get rid of their defective products or unsold goods." 

Ueur. 32. driver, low income.

"I trust less when there is a price reduction claim. 1 suspect they are doing some tricks to reduce 

costs so that they profit at discounted prices, too." Ash, 26. city planner, hiah income.
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V. CONCLUSION

In the light o f the findings we presented in the preceding chapter, we can draw a 

rough picture o f consumers' evaluation o f information in choosing a retail-store. The 

criteria employed in the evaluation are convenience o f the location o f the store, 

extent o f variety offered to customers, degree o f perceived professionalism o f store 

management and perceived relative price level o f the goods merchandised in the 

retail-store.

In an environment characterized by high inflation, consumers price referencing 

activity is limited to a "right before the shelf price comparisons" level. Once the 

consumers decide where to go shopping, it is very difficult for them to scan prices o f 

goods somewhere else. In the course o f time, consumers can compare the prices o f 

goods they don't forget with prices they obsei've at other shopping facilities. Peers 

can be influential in the consumer modifying o f his/her rating o f retail-stores. The 

dynamics o f this process is an area o f further research. The relative importance o f the 

faetors that influence choice o f shopping facility and their interaction have important 

implications for the development o f retail business in Turkey. Quantitative research 

on the goods whose prices are followed by the consumers can reveal that these are 

products which deserve special attention in strategic planning by manufacturers and 

store managers. The pricing o f these products is a strategic decision in that it affects 

consumers' rating o f the store.
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With the insight we acquired through qualitative research, we can expect the 

emergence o f discount stores which offer a limited variety o f product categories and 

intracategory brands -when compared to a large retail store- with spartan decorations 

and competitive prices at locations far from city center, where retailing is not 

executed professionally. Since convenience o f location is an important clement o f 

store choice criteria and central retail stores are already established, a network o f 

stores catering for the shopping needs o f the suburban consumers has a large 

potential. These stores are probably not going to have sales volumes as high as those 

that have central locations so that they will probably keep an inventory only o f goods 

which they can rapidly cycle. The idea is already in action by Şok discount store 

chain o f Migros.

Findings lead us to the conclusion that high income consumers are more loyal to 

their brands while low income consumers are far less reluctant about trying out new 

detergent brands, hoping to get comparable performance at a lower price. New 

brands will still have a chance in this market where demand for detergents is high but 

the purchasing power to satisfy this demand with high quality detergent brands is 

low. DOBs can have a considerable opportunity in this segment by communicating to 

consumers their values effectively and enhancing the designs o f the products sold 

under their names. This is also an area o f research what the appropriate set o f values 

a DOB has to communicate would be and what the consumers would expect from 

such a brand.

At the introduction stage o f the thesis, we expected an attitude towards the 

promotional campaigns o f consumers goods manufacturers and retail stores and the 

logical extension o f the argument was that promotion signals could be a proxy for 

reduced prices. However, the findings show hostility o f consumers toward 

manufacturers. Consumers believe that manufacturers are "out to get them". Such an
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atniosphcMC probably has its roots in the political uproar. Almost each day a new 

scandal shows up and many politicians accuse one another o f embezzlement, 

falsification o f facts, bribery, etc. We also have to consider the promotion war o f 

national newspapers which has become synonym with the word "promotion". Sales 

promotion in Turkey has not been as commonplace as it is in countries with 

developed retail industries. Turkish consumers arc beginning to encounter sales 

promotions through the recent emergence o f large retail stores. The true reasons o f 

"manufacturer hostility" can be an ai'ea o f inquiry so that manufacturers can find 

ways to calm consumers down.

Promotion signals do not herald the consumers an opportunity o f good value, but 

alert them against a manufacturer trick which can diveit them. With such a market 

character, manufacturers have to offer genuine price reductions.

Consumers revealed different opinions on their preference o f sales promotions. Some 

consumers preferred price reductions while some consumers favored tie-in products. 

However, if we go back to the first statement we made in this chapter, price 

reductions will have a positive impact on the perceived price level o f a retail store. A 

structured research can be operational in understanding the effects o f both sales 

promotion types. Questionnaires consisting o f product group names and brand names 

as entries to the product groups could be listed and consumers could be asked to fill 

in the corresponding price space for the items whose price the consumer can recall. 

The results o f such a research would show the product categories and brands are 

monitored by consumers and how accurate they are in recalling prices.
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APPENDIX

A Sample Interview Translated into English

The respondent is actually a housewife who is a retired bank subsidiary director. Her 

husband is a businessman and a dwelling contractor. The family lives in their own 

apartment in Izmir and own two summer houses. They are high income consumers 

and the housewife does the shopping basically, although husband attends shopping 

from time to time. The respondent is 45 years old.

High Income Interview: Hale, 45; Retired bank subsidiary director 

Izmir, 18 May, 1996; 14:00.

Interviewer tn: Where do you go shopping for non-durable consumer goods? 

Respondent (R): We divide our spending into three. We have a grocery here. We buy 

daily consumption goods like bread, newspaper, etc. from that grocery. 1 buy my 

weekly needs from Erdem Supermarket which is on the ground floor o f this block. 

Usually we go shopping for our monthly needs to Migros. Migros at Narlidere... 

Once in a month... But needs are never ending. You buy something, you spot 

something lacking, you have to go once again and buy it. 1 mean, there are three 

shops. And additionally, Tansa? (municipal retail store chain).

I: What differences do vour shopping from Migros and Tansa:^ show?

R: 1 mean, it is impossible to trace it in terms o f price, but...

1: What about the goods you buy?

R: What do 1 have? Detergents... Monthly shopping includes detergents, and other 

cleaning material. Tooth-paste, tooth-brush, some kitchen needs... For example a 

general element o f kitchen material; olive-oil, and the like. 1 buy spontaneous 

consumption needs from Erdem Supermarket. But there is a difference in terms o f 

price. It is very difficult to trace it. Now you go to Migros and buy something, for
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example recently 1 bought Ariel from Erdem Supermarket for 930,000TL. I went to 

Migros, on that day, they had this thing, what do they call it? Promotion or 

something. They had a one-week price discount. Ariel was 870,000TL there, 'fhe 

difference is close to 100,000TL. Now I wonder why 1 did not check the price at 

Migros. But I was in urgent need o f detergents. For example 1 bought it. It is like 

that. Other than that, people tell me prices at Tansa§ are more reasonable, but 1 don't 

shop much at Tansas. Because quality suffers. Quality goes down at things like 

cheese. Quality, I mean its taste is important, I don't know, 1 prefer Migros for 
freshness reasons. But now that Tansa§ is improving its retail stores because 1 think 
they are trying to compete against Migros. For example a new shop is set up at 

Giizelyali, people praise it. Everything is new, renovated. 1 don't go there. 1 mean, 

what 1 buy in large quantities is detergents, and I buy them once in a month from 

Migros. Price differences are o f course... 5-I0,000TL... But for example last month 1 

followed the price o f olive-oil. At that time I coincidentally learned that the prices 

are rising, 1 It. olive-oil costs 400,000TL. Olive-oil o f Tari$... I asked the price at the 

grocery; 400,000TL, I went to Tansa;^ especially for that -sometimes you act 

stubbornly- it costs 400,000TL there, too. Then 1 thought to myself'Why should that 

carry that stuff all the way? I can buy it from the grocery which is very near.' 1 mean, 

if there is no price difference... I went to Migros, the price was 405,000TL. I mean 

for some costly items you follow the prices willy-nilly. And there is another thing. 

I'or months we've been buying a toilet-tissue brand, a three-pack, the price has been 

114,000TL for 6 or 7 months. We buy it from Migros, the price is not changing. I 
follow it, too. One gets interested in some specific things. For example I wanted to 

buy paper towels o f Selpak brand, how much do they cost? Same quality that o f Solo 

brand is quite, 20-30,OOOTL cheaper. I mean, we are trying to take care o f our 

economic budget which didn't trouble us before, aren't we? Am 1 wrong at that?

1: Didn't you compare prices before?
R: No. Never, never. I mean, you used to go to Tansa§, buy things and come back. 

You didn't care much for price. This happened in the last one year, however. But 

now at our gatherings, friend meetings, you hear people talking on what costs how 

modi at which store. This much at Tansa§, that much at Migros and this much at 

Military Markets (which are open to public nowadays). This time it attracts your 

attention, doesn't it?
1: What do you think has changed one year ago?

R: It is the inflation. Fast movement o f inflation...

1: Was inflation not as high one year ago?
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R: Your money is limited. I mean, my salary has become... It is at the same level. 
For example you go to the supermarket, 1 got schocked when 1 heard that olive-oil 

costs 400,000TL. I haven't been buying olive-oil for months, since new year. 1 got 
angry and asked the shop owner, but my salary is the same since new year. So you 
want to buy goods 5 or 10,000TL cheaper, don't you?

1: How do you think that the increase in number o f retail stores affects store 
preference?

R: It absolutely has an influence. For example a few days ago 1 saw 5-6 men at 

Migros, lists in their hands, but that was an unconscious man. tie was telling what 

the prices were at Tansa§. Especially he was writing down prices o f detergents. His 

friend asked him why he didn't buy there. He said that he went to Metro (cash & 

carry store) and the prices were very low there, half the price at Migros. I heard their 

conversation unwillingly. One wants to interfere with what he says. Does he know 

that the prices at Metro do not include Value Added Tax? Does he compare prices 

without knowing that? Because prices at Tansa§ include VAT. Metro's pricing is 
different. Consumers are not conscious on what they arc looking at.

1: What do you think about the men's price gathering and comparison behavior?

R; 1 encountered the same behavior at the Military Markets. The retired class, is 

doing more o f that. I think they are trying to balance their budgets. Because eating 

and cleaning never ends. People, who want to know how much their monthly spend 

is going to be, are doing this. I observed, he was writing the prices o f the goods one 

by one. He then goes to Tansa? and compares prices. For example Military Markets 
offered better prices before. Now the prices arc the same. No difference. For that 

reason, 1 decide to buy more from the neighborhood, instead o f carrying all that stuff 

to home...

1: The supermarket at which vou do shopping is presumably a large one. What do 

you buy there?

R: Evei7thing. Every kind o f things. For example I don't go to the district bazaar for 

vegetables and fruit. Because the supermarket gives me the receipt o f my bill. 1 can 

utilize the receipt for I am a retired officer. The shop owner offers fresh goods, and 1 

buy them from him. He trades bread... There is everything you might need. It was a 

smaller market, and they improved it. It is nice, goods are fresh, it is clean. From 

another aspect, if  you've been living in the same block for years, you prefer his store 

when you buy small quantities o f things. It is also important. We have a grocery 

here. Sometimes I go and buy things from him so that he also earns some money. 

Even if prices are a little bit different... We've been living together in the same block 

for 20 years.
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1: Whnt kind o f advantages do vou see shopping at Micros has over Erdem Market? 

R: There are sales, things on promotion. Vegetables are cheaper. When 1 go there, 1 

buy them.

1: What other kinds o f promotions do vou encounter?

R: The day before I bought paper towels. Komili tied a soap on it. 1 don't approve 
them. Instead o f tying in, they should lower the prices and sell it with that price. I 
think it is much better. He ties a Vcrnel near Persil, says it costs this much and adds 
that you get an additional Vernel. Pie should sell it separately. If the price o f Persil is 

really lower, then he should lower the price. Can he tie the products without adding 

its price to Persil? Is it for free? But he adds the price o f Vernel to Persil's price.
1: Do you calculate what you gain from a promotion? What do you think when you 
encounter a promotion at a retail store?

R: It is a very strange event. People suddenly rush into something. For example there 
is a bucket. 10 kg... Ariel costs 900,000TL. 1 bought it last year. 1 heard many 

housewives talking about the reasonability o f Ariel's price, I went to Erdem 

Supermarket and reserved two buckets. In fact, I did something well, but one gets 

influenced. 1 mean, whether 900,000T1 is cheap, whether it is 9.5 kgs or 10 kgs. You 
don't think while you are acting. 1 rush into the store not to miss the advantage. Then 
you think that you paid that much money. You wonder whether you should buy just 

one bucket. I used that detergent since then. You have advantage in that detergent 

offer. But you know, we go to Migros. You have an intention o f buying three items. 

When you get out o f the store, you have a full basket. This is a trap for us. But it 
feels comfortable to go there and buy things, you can see the prices. It is written 

there. You take goods to your car and take them away. I mean it is a trap and a 

comfort. Suddenly you notice that your shopping costs 5 million TL. Some goods we 

buy are out o f necessity. Especially those related with food. You buy extra items 

because o f their appeal. So it is.
I· What do V O M  eniov while vou are shoppjna at Miaros?
1̂ : It is very clean. It relieves you once you enter the store. Three months ago 1 went 
to 'I'ansaş at Izmirspor for shopping. I prefer that Izmir Municipality earns money 

rather than Migros. 1 wanted to shop there but the store was so dirty. A store has to 

look nice when you enter one. You have to feel good. It is a pleasure shopping at 

Migros. Very clean goods in their packages... For example I go to vegetables stand. 

Everything is ready for me. Now Tansaş started to do the same thing. However the 

customers are gone. There are many shopping cars at Migros. One day 1 went to 

Tansaş, I felt sorry. There was noone shopping. You take a car, the wheel does not 

rotate. You take a car at Migros, it slides like oil. They are very conscious about
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what they are doing. Additionally, they are a private enterprise. Once we asked at 

Migros. They told us that they cleaned all the store from the time we leave until 

morning and complement shelf content. And this satisfies you.
1: What do you think causes you to trust Migros?

R; The cash registers are all right, they are well organized. I don't trust the cash 
register when I shop at Tansa§. I control the items one by one. You know this bar 

code thing. When you buy many items, they can make mistakes. You calculate it. 

For example it happened to me. 1 bought 1 kg chopped meat, but they have 

calculated as 10 kgs. I didn't notice it right at the point. I went home and found it out 

while 1 was controlling the items one by one. This time I took the receipt and the 

chopped meat with me just in case they don't believe me. 1 returned to the store on 
that hot day. They returned me 2 million TL. 1 mean it is not a small amount. A 
consumer who doesn't check the items will lose that money. Sometimes they do not 
accept that they make mistakes. They can cause you a lot o f trouble.

1: What do you like in buying from Erdem Supermarket?

R: 1 have a friendship with the owner o f the store for 20 years. I mean, they were a 

wholesaler at the time we moved in. He was also my client at the bank. It is very 

practical. When I have an urgent need, I call them, and they send me the good 

rapidly. You have to sustain this communication.

1: Is it a special service they provide?

R: They send the good immediately since we know one another for many years. The 

grocery on the next block is the same way. Beer, mineral water, something else. For 

this reason we have to sustain our relations with them. 1 mean, you cannot go to 

Tansa§, Migros anytime. We keep our friendly relations with them which date back 
to many years. 1 am very pleased with them. There is a price diffci'ence. Sometimes 

it is cheaper here and more expensive there.

1: How do you make your choice among a set o f product groups which serve the 

satisfaction o f same needs or brands which are the almost same product produced by 

different companies?

R: For example we bought a toilet tissue. Just to try it, it was cheaper. 15,000TL 

cheaper. We deceided to try that brand for that time. And we regretted it. There is a 

big difference even in 15,000TL. It was a paper like stone. Not the tissue you can 

use. Trial happens like this. We prefer most o f the time the qualities we have tried 

and get to know. I want to by the goods I am used to buying. Ariel or Omo for 

detergents. 1 prefer Verner fabric softener. I buy no olive-oil brand other than Tari§. 

These are the brands I am used to the taste of, 1 am used to their performance in 

washing fabrics. Ariel, Omo... It was just Omo before, now it's sometimes Omo,
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sometimes Ariel. My olive-oil brand is Tariş. 1 use Komili if  it is... Not intcrms o f 
price, but rather you say 'how does it perform? let me once try it.'

1: How come you got to know these brands?

R: 1 think it comes from my family. Ê 'or years my mother and ñither have been using 

Tariş olive-oil. At home you hear '1 bought this from Tariş, 1 bought that from Tariş.' 

It has become a somewhat conditioning. You go and buy the same brand willy-nilly. 

For example there is Vakıf olive-oil standing next to Tariş. It is also fine, but you 

prefer Tariş. There is no difference in price. It means that it is something like a 
tradition. For example we are used to adding one spoonful o f butter to the food we 

cook. Maybe it is much better if  we don't. I mean you are doing it.
I: I low about the prices and the brands? flow do you compare prices?

R: For example I buy, Ariel or Omo. They are the same cleanliness. I prefer the one 
which is cheaper.

1: How does you price comparisons affect your store choice?

R: 1 don't know why, but we think that Migros offers lower prices than do other 

stores. We are kind o f used to it. On Sunday, when you get bored, you say 'come on, 

let's do same wandering at Migros.' Shopping at Migros is both shopping and a walk 

for us. 1 mean, you start going there because you think the prices are lower and make 

a habit out o f it.
1: I low does it feel buying goods from Migros?

R: I feel myself secure when I go there. Tansaş was insecure. When people say that 

we should control our receipts, you become suspicious. You buy many things, how 

can you follow it. You have to know all the prices in order to check it. But you have 
this possibility at Migros. Because these things go through the computer, it prints 

unit prices and item totals on the receipt, 1 control it. But it is not like that at Tansaş. 

I ’he items are still manually entered. Migros gives me confidence from that aspect. 

Kipa is also like that (a large retail store established in Izmir). I 've been to Kipa 

once, when it started business. It is too far.

1: How do you choose the products where there are no brands established?

R: Cheese for example. You want to buy white cheese, but the prices are very 

different. You know what an Englishman said? '1 am not stupid so 1 don't buy cheap 

goods. Now, if 1 buy a cheap product, why is it cheap? O f course 1 ask the girl there 

who works at the cheese stand why the cheese is cheap. She tells me that it is less 

salty or that it is used for baking. You base your decision on that. If the house 

population likes it, then I buy the same cheese. Quality is like that. When 1 buy 

Cheddar, I prefer old cheddar, there my decision is certain. I prefer that one. Only
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white cheese causes you trouble. And you can ask the girl about the qualities o f the 
cheese.

I: Do you think that many people think in the same wav you told? 1 mean the 'stupid 
buys cheap' principle...

R: An Englishman said it. For fabric... It is true. When you can buy once and wear a 
long time, you go buy cheap... But it is difficult in Turkey under these conditions. It 

wasn't like that before. When 1 was just married, there was a large store called YKM. 

I never forget it. 1 paid 900TL for a bag full o f food in 1974. Was it 90TL? 1 can't 

recall. YKM was new in the business at that time. We went there, those cheese, you 
stare at them, although we were two -1 went there with a friend o f mine- look, that 
was a trap, too. I filled a bag, 1 could not carry it. Various kinds o f olives, cheese, but 

our purchasing power was much higher. Now 1 think twice when I buy something. 

We, who have a good level o f income, hesitate to pick goods from the shelves 

wishing to avoid things we don't need. For example, I still have cheese in my 

refrigerator, so I don't buy cheese. I have olives, so I don't buy olives. Some time 

ago, we used to buy goods new to market the moment we saw them. You control 

yourself Sometimes I think to myself and I say that it will be much better if 1 I don't 

go out and stay away from the store. This is the thought which tells you to keep your 

money in your pocket. Because once you go shopping... Look, a few days ago 1 paid 

500,000TL for vegetables. It is nothing, .fust vegetables. Then 1 told the shop owner 

that I woi'ked for them. 1 gave my salary to him. Meat, cheese, daily spending can 

total 1.5 million TL.

I: Do you prefer promoted items when you encounter them?

R: It depends on their quality. If it attracts me... I got angry with myself for I did not 

buy Ariel at Migros although I saw it. It is more expensive here. One should have 

bought it. I mean 50,000, 60,000TL makes you think about it. These are things wc 

did not consider before. You can balance the budget only like that.

I: Do you observe that a price higher one day is lower than another brand another 

day?
R: Was it two years ago? There was a competition among detergents brands. At that 

time Omo was cheaper. Everybody wanted to buy Omo. Even I bought 4-5 packs o f 

Omo. That accumulation brought me to this year. We buy it and keep it, but 1 hope 

that there is no depreciation o f quality o f detergents. Omo was consumers' fivvoritc at 

that time. Then Ariel started to do the same thing. It recognized that its sales 

dropped, this time it took the scene. Later, it made the discounts with intervals last 

year. In the beginning I was buying Omo. Then Ariel was cheaper. Now 1 prefer one 

o f both. Either Ariel or Omo. There is not much difference.There is no difference.
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I: What do you base your decision on?

R: The prices when I go shopping... Not the extent to which they clean, because they 
have the same performance.

1: Can you follow the prices? Do you know how much you are going to spend before 

you go shopping?

R: Let me explain it. For example you do shopping in March. You pay 4 million TL. 

The next month you buy the same things, but this time you pay 4.5 million TL. You 

infer that the prices have gone up. Otherwise you don't have the possibility to 

compare prices item by item. For example 1 went to the green grocery before 

Bayram. 1 kg tomatoes costed 70,000 TL. Now it costs 35,000 TL. Sometimes prices 

go down. Sometimes I go to the grocery and 1 see him changing price tags on the 

goods. 1 ask him what goes on and he tells me that all the prices went up. It is very 

difficult to examine. Especially after these April the 5th decisions. The prices were 
changing before you were leaving the store. 1 mean, in the current conditions, it is 

very difficult to follow prices. You have to go to the store to learn the prices 

everyday and for that you have to be an idle person.

1: How do consumers tackle this problem?
R; People buy the cheapest products which fits their budgets. They don't care for 

quality. They just want to satisfy their daily needs.

I: How do you define quality?

R: I prefer Omo for years. After washing is over, the fabrics have a very nice smell, 

it is very clean. In summer you have to wash t-shirts and towels eveiyday. You hoar 

from friends that x brand detergent does not fade colors. I used it and I was satisfied 

with it, too. But you don't wash tough stains or even regular stains with it. It is daily 

washing. You throw a small amount o f fabrics into the machine and wash with cold 

water. You are satisfied. But I didn't try that brand in winter. I don't know how it 

removes stains. 1 can't know how Bingo will clean the fabrics.

1: Cheese?
R: It is difficult to spot quality at cheese. Because after you have consumed it, you 

don't know what will come next. There are no standards. I buy cheese from tlie 

district bazaar. I go and say 'Give me good cheese.' I buy the cheese he gives me. 

Trust is important. I buy from the same boy for seven years. And he treats loyal 

shoppers accordingly. Sometimes he says 'Ma'm it's not good for you today. You'd 

better not buy it from me.' But when you go to Migros or Tansaş you try to assess 

cheese with your eyes and prefer the nice looking kind. For example Ödemiş cheese 

is very good. But you can buy it only at the district bazaar. You can't find it in large 

retail stores.
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1: Does voiir supermarket merchandise promoted products?

R: I don't think so. 1 encounter promoted products only in Migros and in Kipa. 1 don't 

think that Tansa§ trades promoted goods, either. But I know that Kipa sells many 
promoted products. They can sell a whole lot o f products in a very short time.
1: How do you Feel about the promoted products?

R: I believe that it has to be like that. I mean, it is usually that way. 'fhey have to 

reduce the prices rather than tying a tooth-brush in. This is how we take it. Omo did 

this for a while, didn't it? Anyway, alt o f them arc doing the same thing. At Erdem 

Supermarket 1 remembered that 1 saw Persil which has Vernel in it. Instead o f doing 

this, reduce the prices. You have to buy it even though you don't need it. It is not 

attractive that way. 1 don't prefer that. I look and pass away. On Monday 1 was at 

Tansa?. Prices o f many goods were discounted. You wonder why all this price 

reduction. If it is a good quality product, it means that they have a large stock o f it 
and they want to depreciate their stock, so they reduce prices.
1: How about the quality o f the promoted goods?

R: Can they change the material in that bag? They cannot. Maybe a company you do 

not know can do it, but not Ariel or Omo. I don't think so.

1: Do you trust the manufacturers?

R; You buy their products and they please you. You trust them if you are pleased.

1: What do vou think those companies that are tying different products are aiming at? 

R: They are tiying to make their products more attractive. For example Vernel tied to 

Persil... Let us accept this promotion for the goods are related. But I have seen 

another one. Persil and olive-oil tied together. It makes you think that the good is not 

sold and the company has to push so hard to have the goods sold.Olive-oil and 

detergents are quite irrelevant. The former has a connection, at least.

1: Do you think that the promoted products or the goods introduced by sales teams 

comprised o f girls are lower priced?

R: But they are introducing new products, as well. Once the girls were demonstrating 
and having consumers to try the products. I went to the supermarket to buy Reward 

aerosol deodorants. A very nice and gentle girl approached me and asked if she could 

inroduce me the new version product. I liked the way she behaved and I did not want 

to reject her. 1 bought two tubes o f Impulse deodorants with my Reward deodorants. 

After that 1 did not buy Impulse once again because 1 am used to Reward. I bought 

Calgon and Kosla, a fabric conditioner was tied to it. 1 tried it but 1 was not satisfied 

with the result. A girl came to Erdem Supermarket to demonstrate how the product is 

used, what are the benefits etc. The day after I went to see her and told her about my 

experience and complained about the product's performance. The girl didn't say one
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word. I mean, she couldn't explain the situation to me sweetly. 1 told her my 

complaints. 1 said that it didn't satisfy me. 1 said it didn't perform like it does in the 

TV commercial. She just looked at me. So 1 didn't prefer that brand. That Impulse 

girl sold me goods 1 didn't have the intention to buy. 1 wanted to buy Kosla, but 1 
was not satisfied. What is the objective? To tell you about the product, to 

demonstrate how the consumers' can benefit from it. 1 was not satisfied for the 

product demonstrator could not do these things.

1: Do you change your brand when you encounter a promoted product? Let's say, 

will you buy Persil if you encounter a promoted Persil package instead o f Ariel or 

Omo?

R: 1 would buy Persil. The whitener material is more than in other detergents. 1 can 
use it for cleaning white fabrics.

1: How do you know that it has more whitening elements?

R: 1 read the information on the package. The formula is stated there. For example 

Persil and Tursil have more whitening material. 1 mean, Omo has whitening 

elements, too, but Persil and Tursil produce better results at white fabrics.

1: Do you check the prices o f promoted goods?
R: 1 check them only if 1 am going to buy them. And 1 assess their quality.

1: When and how did you try Ariel?
R: It had these balls. People talked favorably about it. A very meticulous housewife 

uses Ariel all the time. It has an influence. She told me that Ariel gave her 

satisfaction. She said Ariel made her white fabrics to shine. Then you start thinking 

whether there is a difference between Ariel and Omo. This competition showed up 

while 1 was considering an Ariel trial. At that time Colormatics were introduced. 

Omo did not have Colomatics at that time. I prefered Ariel and noticed that its 

performance was really good. It is not different than Omo. 1 said 1 can buy it, at 

times 1 don't use Omo. I shaped my preference like that.

1: Thank you very much for your cooperation.

R: Not at all. 1 hope it will be useful.
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